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Message from the Chairman
A

s Kenya faces another cycle of drought, famine and even floods in some areas, access to
water is a very topical issue. The Safaricom Foundation has partnered with several organisations
and communities in implementing water and agriculture projects over the past three years - and
this edition of Msingi will highlight the achievement of the Foundation and its partners in water
and agriculture. We will illustrate the projects that we have implemented, and the diversity of the
interventions, which include drilling boreholes, building and renovating dams, water harvesting,
introducing efficient irrigation schemes, marine conservation and also looking at water in the wider
context of sanitation and food security. At this time, when the rains have just started, we need to
highlight the importance of water harvesting - by storing water when it is available, and ensuring
it is used through the year when it is not available, we will be able to mitigate against the severe
effects of drought.

As part of our
emergency
response, we have
supported the
distribution relief
food and have
given grants to buy
seeds and grains
for communities.
We would like
to put more of
these resources
towards supporting
communities to
grow their own
food

Linking agricultural projects with water projects creates a longer term mechanism for people to grow
crops and raise livestock, thereby increasing food and financial security for individuals, families and
communities. As part of our emergency response, we have supported the distribution relief food
and have given grants to buy seeds and grains for communities. We would like to put more of
these resources towards supporting communities to grow their own food. This will ensure a constant
supply of food, will increase the prospects for income generation and will improve livelihoods. The
Foundation and its partners have worked extensively in water and agriculture, and through this
edition of Msingi, we believe that our stories will motivate and encourage other organisations and
communities to initiate similar or even larger scale projects.
We have featured other important activities in this quarter’s edition of Msingi. The Safaricom
Foundation established a new Pamoja scheme that has made it substantially easier for Safaricom
staff to access funds to support community development projects. Under this new scheme, staff
needs to raise only 10% of the project budget, and if their project is approved, the Safaricom
Foundation will top up the rest, up to Ksh. 500,000. We have done this because we want staff
more involved with community development projects, and because we believe this will give staff
the opportunity to support projects that they are passionate about. We want to continue involving
Safaricom staff in the work of the Foundation in order to enable them to participate in projects and
to experience working with communities first hand.
Safaricom staff also skipped meals to raise funds for a famine food relief project – the Skip-a-Meal
initiative. The Foundation’s support for the Gender Violence Recovery Centre continues, and the
annual fundraising dinner this year was a great success. Safaricom Foundation has worked with
Jamaa Mission Hospital for over three years in support of the treatment of fistula in the country. Little
is known about the condition but we hope to change this.
Although the Foundation supports initiatives throughout Kenya, in this edition of Msingi, we will
specifically feature some of our projects in the Coast Province. We are working on enabling the
fishermen to fish beyond the reef where they can catch bigger fish. We have replaced illegal fishing
nets with legal ones and have even provided environmentally friendly and energy efficient smoking
ovens to give communities the means to add value to the prices of fish, and therefore increase their
selling price. We are also training girls and women in cooking, agriculture and sewing to build
their skills, increase their prospects of getting formal employment and enhance their income earning
opportunities.
Safaricom Foundation accepts a broad range of project proposals and considers them on the
basis of individual need, merit, sustainability, likelihood of success and mass benefit. We have
taken a conscious decision not to focus on a particular area, and we are open to partnering on
opportunities that make a difference in our country and our communities. The Foundation is also
engaging in partnering with other corporates in community development activities. We continue to
welcome feedback to enable us to be better and more effective to our communities.
Thank you.
Les Baillie
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Addressing
Drought and
Food Insecurity
through Water
and Agriculture
Projects
The Situation
Delayed rains and changing weather patterns in Kenya
have led to cycles of drought, famine and floods and
have impacted heavily on food security in the country.
An analysis done by the Kenya Red Cross Society (KRCS)
reveals that due to the current drought situation in the
country, an estimated 3.8 million people in pastoral,
agro-pastoral as well as marginal agricultural communities
are in dire need of food aid.
The post election violence that crippled the country almost
two years ago also caused thousands of people to
leave their homes, hence disrupting agricultural activities
in many areas. Food insecurity has also affected the
educational system, as increasing numbers of school
children in drought and famine stricken areas are forced
to leave school to assist their families obtain food or food
aid, or the children have to drop out of school due to
severe hunger.
Mr. Yusuf Artan, a Civil Engineer with Action Aid Kenya,
one of the Safaricom Foundation’s project partners,
states that rampant conflict driven by limited access to
resources among communities, particularly in the North
Rift and Upper Eastern regions, has led to loss of lives
and livestock and has impeded efforts by relief groups
to reach those affected in order to provide the much
needed humanitarian assistance. According to the KRCS
analysis, cases of human-wildlife conflict and livestock4
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wildlife conflicts are on the increase especially where
pastoral communities have been moving around with their
livestock in search of pasture and water.
The KRCS analysis also reveals that increasing water
scarcity and depletion of water sources such as seasonal
rivers and dams has led to an increase in walking distances
from a previous 10-15 kilometres in rainy seasons to about
25-40 kilometres in the current drought situation.

The Safaricom Foundation
“Maji na Uhai” Initiative a
Ray of Hope
The Safaricom Foundation has worked to improve access
to clean and safe water through sustainable water
projects. The Foundation has also initiated agriculture
boosting mechanisms aimed at improving livelihoods and
saving lives.
In a bid to implement both short and long-term solutions
to the harsh drought and famine situation in the country,
the Safaricom Foundation has partnered with the Kenya
Red Cross Society (KRCS) and Action Aid Kenya (AAK)
for the implementation of water projects in various areas
of the country. The Safaricom Foundation’s communityfocused “Maji na Uhai” projects are aimed at working
with local communities in providing clean and safe water
for domestic use, for consumption by livestock and for
agricultural projects.
The Njunu and Katalwa water projects are among the
latest projects under the Safaricom Foundation’s “Maji na
Uhai” initiative, and were commissioned this year.
In Njunu in Kiambu District, the Foundation partnered with
KRCS to drill and equip the Njunu borehole. With
electricity now connected to the borehole, enabling
effective pumping of the water, over 500 families now
have access to clean and safe water. The borehole is
managed by a Water Management Committee comprising
seven men and three women from the community. The
Committee works to ensure that the borehole remains a
sustainable source of water for the community.
The Katwala-Mumbuni Water Project was
implemented in two phases in partnership with the KRCS.
In the first phase of the project, the Katalwa borehole
was deepened, a pipeline constructed and three water
collection points established to serve 3, 000 people.
Phase Two of the project entailed the laying of a water

Cover Story
pipe from Tyaa borehole in Mumbuni to Katalwa. This increased the water capacity in Mumbuni, and allowed for an
additional two water collections points to be set up. Overall, the project will provide water to over 8, 500 people.
Over the last two years, the Foundation has implemented several other projects across the country. In Wajir, the
Safaricom Foundation partnered with Action Aid Kenya to implement the Wajir Water Pans Project that provided
water for the community and also helped conserve water. “The Olkina Oirobi Irrigation Canal project saw the
construction of a water canal for water conservation in the area, and the project was a great success” states Yusuf of
Action Aid Kenya.
The Yeptos Water Project in Kerio Valley was implemented through the collaborative efforts of the Safaricom
Foundation, Action Aid, the Ministry of Water and the community. A 2.6 kilometre- long water pipe was laid, a water
tank constructed and communal water collection points established. In Kuria District, the Safaricom Foundation
funded the purchase of 43 water pumps used to pump water from wells in the area, which now provide clean water
to communities and help sustain their livelihoods. In Qubi Qalo in Marsabit a borehole was rehabilitated and pump
house constructed, again in a partnership between the Safaricom Foundation and Action Aid Kenya. Following the
rehabilitation, the water yield increased from 3,600 litres per hour to 10,000 litres per hour, and the borehole is the
only reliable water resource for the largely pastoralist community. Finally, the Matumbo Women Project in Busia
District collected surface-runoff water which was then drained into a water pan and used as a water supply. This
project brought water closer to communities and made water collection safer for women and girls who had reported
instances of assault and violence during their long treks in search of water.

The Benefits

As the Safaricom Foundation draws lessons from its partnerships and projects, it is evident that these initiatives have
yielded benefits at multiple levels. These water and agriculture projects have improved food security, reduced conflict,
improved safety for women and girls , and have contributed towards improved livelihoods. “Women, who previously
trekked long distances in a desperate search for water, now have the ability to dedicate a good portion of their time
to other areas of their lives, and in some instances, women are less vulnerable to physical abuse and harm” says Yusuf
of Action Aid Kenya.
“Cases of livestock exposure to diseases and death, as well as seasonal migration by young and older men in search
for pasture for their livestock are significantly reduced through such projects that avail water and provide solutions
to boost agricultural activities in drought-prone areas” says Mr. Motari, the DC for Pokot North. Stabilization of the
education system in those areas has also been enhanced as families now do not need to migrate and put their
children’s education on hold as they search for water and food.
In closing, Yusuf states that “behaviour change and managing our livelihood resources responsibly are key to alleviating
drought and famine and mitigating against their adverse effects in the community, and country as a whole”.
The Safaricom Foundation will continue to invest in sustainable water and agriculture projects, in line with its desire to
support Kenyan communities to improve their livelihoods in sustainable ways.
A water dispensing
point at Katalwa

Les Baillie quenching his
thirst with the water from
Katalwa dispensing point
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Supporting Smaller Scale Water Projects
The Safaricom Foundation has also supported smaller scale water projects in schools and institutions, aimed at
improving quality of life and supporting food self sufficiency.
The Foundation funded the construction of a well at Baobab Children’s Home in Mikindani, Mombasa. The
Home is a community based organization (CBO) that supports orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) people
affected by HIV/AIDS. The wells dug at the home will provide safe drinking water the Home. In yet another project,
the Foundation supplied machines for drip irrigation at Children of God Relief Institute (COGRI) - Nyumbani
Village. This enhanced food production in the Village, improving the livelihoods of the over 500 orphans and elderly
people at the Institute.

Dairy Goat Farming with Farm
Africa
F

arm Africa’s work commenced in Kenya thirteen years ago, upon request from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development. Our premier projects were in Meru and Tharaka-Nithi districts in 1996. Our work is based
on three key areas: small holder development, pastoralist development and female empowerment”, said Helen
Altshul, the Regional Director of Farm Africa.
Helen states that Farm Africa’s greatest partnership is the partnership with the Safaricom Foundation, which
supported the introduction of an exotic breed of goat to farmers to cross breed with local goats. This new hybrid,
improved goat introduced a new way for farmers in semi-arid and arid areas of Kenya to earn income and become
self-sustaining. The project provided animal healthcare and access to markets for the sale of live goats, goat
meat, goat milk and other by- products. Farm Africa conceived the project with the aim of achieving sustainable
improvements in the livelihoods of community-based organizations through livestock development, improved livestock
policies and the establishment of sustainable community-based dairy goat production and animal health care
systems. The project has been successful as a result of Farm Africa getting significant support from the Provincial and
District Administrations and the relevant Government Ministries.
Through the partnership with the Safaricom Foundation, Farm Africa also provides resources to support farmers to
establish Dairy Goat Enterprises (DGEs) through the introduction of a breeding program. This program entails cross
breeding exotic Toggenburg goats with local goats, and developing an animal healthcare network. They also assist
in the training of Community Animal Healthcare Workers (CAHWs), Animal Health Assistants (AHAs) and private
veterinarians. In Kenya, importing live animals is illegal. This is a challenge to the project as it has necessitated the
use of Artificial Insemination, which is a high cost intervention.
Farm Africa has been working in particularly arid areas of Mwingi and Kitui Districts of Eastern Province since
2004. In these areas, animals did not have adequate access to water and fodder and they were also highly
vulnerable to disease. FARM Africa’s intervention aimed to establish animal health care systems and develop a
sustainable community-based dairy goat production system.

6
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Foundation Project Partners
The first phase of the project was implemented between
2004 and 2007. This entailed teaching the local
community how to use shallow wells as a sustainable
source of water for both domestic and animal use.
Community members were also trained on how to grow
and store fodder for the extremely dry seasons. The
second phase of the project began in 2008 and will
continue through to 2010.
In this second phase, beneficiary farmers are organized
into groups comprising 25 farmers and activities such as
establishment of buck stations and breeding stations are
conducted. The groups also provide support to CAHWs,
AHAs and private veterinarians, and are responsible for
the development of small-scale water points.
“The participating farmers are provided with two or
three local Galla goats for cross-breeding with exotic
pure Toggenburg bucks. They also undergo training on
goat husbandry and fodder growing. The organization
has a vision to take subsistence farmers to the next level
by increasing their income and improve their general
livelihoods. With the support of our partners such as
Safaricom Foundation, projects are aimed at adding
value by helping farmers increase their production and
link them to viable markets,” says Helen.
In addition, the communities have embraced mobile
phone technology as a way of improving the project’s
efficiency. Mobile phones were donated for the farmers
to use to contact the Community Animal Healthcare
Workers (CAHWs), Animal Health Assistants (AHAs)
and private veterinaries.
Through this partnership, the project has provided
significant benefits to the local communities. Having
received pure Toggenburg goats and learning how to
cross-breed with local goats, communities, now have
high-milk-yielding goats. The training and equipping
of Community Animal Health Workers (CAHWs), has
enabled them provide simple veterinary services to
surrounding villages. Communities now have superior
access to clean and safe water. With training, the
members are learning how to identify and dig water
sources and protect shallow wells. This water is used to
irrigate food crops and vegetables. Not only are they
benefiting from having high-yielding livestock, but also
have improved their livelihoods, thanks to the Safaricom
Foundation and Farm Africa.

Through this
partnership,
the project
has provided
significant benefits
to the local
communities.
Having received
pure Toggenburg
goats and
learning how
to cross-breed
with local goats,
communities, now
have high-milkyielding goats.
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Skip-A-Meal
and Save a Life
H

ave you ever skipped a meal just to ensure that
someone else had something to eat? Willingly skipping
meals, Safaricom staff helped provide food for hundreds
of people facing hunger in Kacheliba, Pokot. For Linda
Arimi, a Quality Analyst at Safaricom’s Jambo Contact
Centre (JCC) the call to action came from a friend,
now deceased, who led her to ask herself “What can
I do as an individual to help the thousands of Kenyans
who are going without food?” Linda reveals that the
strong urge to help touched her heart and inspired her
to think about how she could respond to the images
of the starving and hungry in Kenya. The unfortunate
demise of her friend, did not deter her spirits, but gave
Linda a stronger urge to ensure that she responded to
the challenge. Linda conceived an idea to sell to her
colleagues at JCC - skip a meal and use the money that
would have been spent on that meal to buy food for the
hungry.

Getting Started
Although she initially targeted the staff of JCC, Linda
decided that it would be more impactful to involve all
of the Safaricom staff. She consulted with Goldermeir
Opiyo, the Customer Experience Manager, who
encouraged her to make it a whole company concern
and initiative so as to raise more funds and save more
lives. With a minimum target of Kshs 800, 000 and
an upper target of Kshs 1.6 million or more to initiate
the implementation, Goldermeir and Linda set off the first
phase of the initiative. Linda quickly drafted a project
proposal and sold the idea to all company departments.
The immediate positive response from staff members
enhanced their enthusiasm. Goldermeir encouragingly
affirms that, “team work is very important. Anyone can
start an initiative, but it is important to get staff buy-in
and support for that initiative.”
Dubbed “Skip-A-Meal” the initiative sprang to life in
incredible speed. One of Linda and Goldermeier’s
colleagues, Peter Omamo, designed artworks for the
initiative. The art works which were put up on the
8
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Safaricom Intranet, and included graphs illustrating
how much each of the departments/divisions within
the company had risen, aimed at promoting a healthy
sense of competition. Friday was designated as the
official Skip-a-Meal contribution day, and all staff were
requested to either skip a meal and/or contribute the
cost of the meal or a higher towards the Skip-A-Meal
fund. “The banners and graphs on the company
intranet were a constant reminder to staff to Skip-a-Meal
each Friday and keep tab of their contribution progress
on the graphs” adds Goldermeir.
With the help of statistical experts from the Kenya Red
Cross Society (KRCS), the team identified some of the
neediest areas, matched the amount contributed to an
estimated number of people who would be targeted
and aimed to ensure an adequate quantity of nutritional
food to each household.

The Distribution
Kacheliba is one of the food insecure areas of Pokot,
a situation which has arisen due to failed rains and
persistent drought. As the District Commissioner
for North Pokot, Mr. Motari reveals, the pastoralist
community’s coping mechanism of seasonal migration
has led to some community members, especially young
and old men, moving to neighboring Uganda in search
for pasture for their livestock, while women and children
are left to look after the manyattas (homesteads).
However, Mr. Motari is quick to add that, “Water from
the seasonal rivers, wells and dams in the area can
help alleviate the problem, but more needs to be done.”
Echoing the Safaricom Limited’s values, Goldermeir
passionately adds, “People are our core business
and this was our ‘Passion for people’ initiative.”
Departmental/divisional Personal Assistants and other
staff under the guidance of the Quality Analysts Team
voluntarily worked longer hours to ensure Skip-a-Meal’s
success. In the end, an impressive Kshs 497,936.35
was raised from Safaricom staff in the eight weeks of
the Skip-A-Meal campaign. The Safaricom Foundation
matched these funds shilling for shilling, making a
total of Kshs. 995,872 for the purchase of food. The
Foundation also covered the travel costs for at team
of 25 staff, who travelled to Kacheliba for the food
distribution exercise. KRCS provided support in terms
of identifying the neediest/priority households and
coordinated the distribution logistics on the ground,
using their branch networks and officials.

Foundation News
The Safaricom CEO joins in
on the food distribution in Kacheliba

During the food distribution exercise, over 1, 000 families
were each provided with a standard food package
comprising maize, beans, flour, cooking oil and sugar
to sustain them a month. Mr. Motari revealed that, “For a
month, the families that received the donations are now
assured of daily food for their families.”
Although Skip-a-Meal provided food rations for a
month for each family, the organizers of the initiative
acknowledge that longer term measures need to be
implemented in order to address the cyclical drought and
famine in the country. Mr. Motari and Goldermeir both
highlighted the need to improve infrastructure and systems
for addresses inequities in supply and demand for food
within the country. On a personal note, Goldermeir
adds that, “Taking another persons problem and linking it
to your survival, is a good way to show full compassion.
Taking this step also brings about personal growth.”
Goldermeir adds that, “To date, staff members appreciate
and continuously note how successful the initiative was,
and are already considering the possibility of having a
second campaign,
Skip-A-Meal 2.

Safaricom Staff distributing food in
Kacheliba
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The Safaricom
Foundation
Partnerships
in the Coast
Province
Preserving Marine Life and
Promoting Sustainable
Fishing.

A

long the southern part of Coast province, a 15
minutes drive away from the city of Mombasa, stands
a small village by the name Kuruwitu. The village,
surrounded by sisal plantations is home to more than
600 people. The vast majority of them are poor and
landless and fishing is their only sources of income.
However, these fishermen lacked the resources to
purchase modern fishing equipment and therefore,
they fished using traditional equipment such as spears
and hooks, which only allowed them to do shallow
sea fishing. This worsened their poverty situation and
threatened marine life. The number of fishermen had
increased greatly and the fish breeding areas were
congested due to inadequate maintenance and control.
As a result, fish stocks dwindled, and the villagers faced
increased poverty, landlessness and hunger.
The Safaricom Foundation partnered with the Kuruwitu
Wildlife Conservation and Welfare Association
(KWCWA), which was formed in order to bring the
villagers together to agree on a more sustainable
approach to fishing in the area. With funding from the
Safaricom Foundation, KWCWA purchased modern
fishing equipment that would allow for sustainable
fishing practices through deep-sea fishing. This would
solve the immediate food and income generation
challenges that most of the fishermen were facing.
However, that was only part of the solution. Something
10
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had to be done to restore the shoreline to its original
state to avoid a shoreline-catastrophe. The solution lay
in closing the shoreline. Convincing the people of the
village that closing the shore for six months was the
solution was an uphill task. However, this would restore
it to its former state and conserve the endangered
marine life. Normally, it takes approximately ten or more
years to observe any significant change in the shore
after its closing, but remarkably, after the six months,
42 nesting sites for the sea turtle in danger of extinction
were discovered and the number of fish swarming the
shoreline had significantly increased.
This was the first time in Kenya that such an initiative was
being undertaken. With the support of the Safaricom
Foundation, KWCWA managed to convince the
villagers to support the closure of the shore line “Six
months on, the significant improvement of the shore’s
state left the villagers amazed, stating ‘kumbe tukifunga
ufuo samaki wanaongezeka ‘(it is indeed true that
upon closing the shores, the number of fish increases!)”
Watanu, the project manager, proclaimed with
enthusiasm. With the project’s result speaking for itself,
the villagers agreed to extend the time for closing the
shore. “It has been about six years now since we closed
the shore,” adds Watanu.
Funds collected via rental of the fishing equipment
helps to maintain the shorelines “We have collected
Ksh 72,000 since February this year” Watanu states.
For the villagers, many lessons on sustainability have
been learned. For the Safaricom Foundation, this is
an example of conservation, income generation and
livelihoods that is proving to be a great success.

Normally, it takes
approximately ten or more
years to observe any
significant change in the
shore after its closing, but
remarkably, after the six
months, 42 nesting sites for
the sea turtle in danger of
extinction were discovered
and the number of fish
swarming the shoreline had
significantly increased
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE
ECO TOURISM
The famous Mida Creek Boardwalk is an overhanging bridge - a promenade made of wooden boards suspended
about two meters high from the marshy ground by parallel metallic ropes. The ropes are firmly held on the ground
by a mass of heavy concrete and supported by sturdy wooden poles, placed at intervals of about 50 metres. This
edifice is a famous Coastal tourist attraction is owned and managed by A Rocha Kenya, a partner of the Safaricom
Foundation. The bridge is part of a larger project that also includes the Arabuko Sokoke School and Ecotourism
Scheme (ASSETS), which were established in 2001.
A Rocha is a conservation organization, located along Mombasa-Malindi Road around the Arabuko Sokoke
mangrove forest. The ASSETS project includes a scholarship kitty (ASSET bursary) and Arabuko Sokoke conservation
scheme. Protecting the natural environment through sustainable ecotourism in the area is the focus of the ASSETS
project.
The Safaricom Foundation funded the renovation of the Mida Creek boardwalk, which is an important revenue
source for the project. Stanley Baya, the Project Manager expresses the challenges of securing support for
environmental initiatives, “many local donors do not want to fund environmental projects because they take time to
emerge as self sustaining, even though they have important impact on the future.” Renovations are almost complete
and it is anticipated that income earned will double once the boardwalk is completed.
The income earned from the boardwalk and other ecotourism activities is channeled into the ASSET bursary. The
bursary supports students from within the area to attend school from primary school through to university. To date,
236 students have been sponsored - 99 have now graduated from high school; 11 of the graduates have joined
university and other institutions of higher learning. With the renovation of the boardwalk, the project is expected to
extend its scholarship programme to four more schools in the next 5 years, aiming at sponsoring 30 students per
school. As a way of appreciation the beneficiaries of the bursary have formed an association branded “Muvere wa
ASSETS” translated as ‘gratitude to ASSETS’, which fosters the strengthening of the project through activities such as
promoting marine conservation and tree planting.
The support from the Safaricom Foundation has supported eco tourism, created income and enabled hundreds of
children to go to school and further their futures.
The Mida Creek
Boardwalk
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Zowerani Fishing Group

Members of Zowerani Fishing Group (ZFG) can
now state that they contribute towards sustainable
fishing, thanks to their partnership with the Safaricom
Foundation. They can now say no to shallow sea-fishing,
after the Foundation provided funding for the purchase
of a 25 horsepower outboard engine to enable them to
carry out deep-sea fishing, which is expected to boost
their household income.
Association for the Physically Disabled of Kenya
The Safaricom Foundation has partnered with the APDK
to support income generation activities for its members.
Through this partnership, rental kiosks have been built,
which are generating revenue on a monthly basis. The
proceeds of this rental are used to support the costs
of much needed medication, such as medicines for
epilepsy for APDK members. These funds have helped
reduce the money spent collectively on medication by
almost half.

Kwale Community Library

“Books for All” Kwale Community Library, located
in Kwale area, has made it possible for the local
community to develop a reading culture. Through a
partnership with the Safaricom Foundation, the Library
has been able to renovate its infrastructure, making it
more accessible and reader friendly. “The construction
of the ceiling board funded by Safaricom Foundation
has really helped us. It has drastically reduced the high
temperatures witnessed in the room during sunny days”
Andrew, a secondary school teacher and a frequent user
of the library remarks.

Baobab Children’s Home

Safaricom Foundation supports the Baobab Children’s
Home in Mikindani which is a home for orphaned
children. The funding from the Foundation will be used
to dig a water-well to alleviate the acute water shortage
faced by the home, and will also be used to put a
green house. “The greenhouse will enable us to grow
crops that we will use for our sustenance, as well as for
sale. We will use the income raised to purchase much
needed medication and other items for the children of
the home” says Maurice, the Manager of the Home.

12
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Kenya Marine and
Fisheries Research
Institute

In the Tana Delta areas of Lamu, local
communities use smoking ovens to preserve
their fish, an approach which consumes a lot
of firewood, and is raising an environmental
concern. The Safaricom Foundation
partnered with the Kenya Marine and
Fisheries Research Institute to put in place a
cluster of double door ovens was built. With
this in place, the local communities are able
to smoke more fish, using less firewood. The
quality of the fish has improved significantly,
and a result, the price of fish has also
doubled. “Jiko yenu inasaidia sisi sana (your
oven has helped as a lot)” one of the user’s
states.

Moving the Goal Posts

In 2006, Safaricom Foundation partnered with Moving the Goal Posts (MTG) as a way of reaching out to local
communities to address social, economic and environmental issues, and to cultivate positive and lasting change
among girls and women in Kilifi. MTG is a community-based organization that uses soccer as an entry point for
life-skills and health education, and works in four divisions in Kilifi-Kaloleni area. It has 172 girls’ teams playing
in league matches on Saturdays at 29 fields across the district. The Leagues form an avenue for educating and
reaching out to the girls. “MTG helps small girls through award schemes. It promotes their education by buying
uniforms and contributing to their fees. Through the support of MTG, many girls are now continuing with their
education and have received valuable information on life skills and health” says Faith, a member of MTG.
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Pictorial

1

Patients getting treatment at the
Mogotio Medical Camp

2

Safaricom staff painting
Westlands Primary School

Les Baillie speaking during
the presentation of the Ksh 12
million cheque to the Jamaa
Hospital for treatment of fistula

3

4

14

A performance at the newly
renovated Louis Leakey
Auditorium
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Pictorial

Churchill, the MC “auctions”
Biko Adema of the Kenya Rugby
Sevens Team during the Safaricom
Foundation/GVRC Gala Fundraising
Dinner

5

6

A resident at Nyumba ya Wazee
works out on the exercise bike
donated by the Safaricom Foundation

7

Mombasa staff during an
orientation session by the Safaricom
Foundation

8

The team of staff volunteers after the
Karachuonyo Medical camp
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Foundation News

ALL IS NOT LOST – THE PARNERSHIP
BETWEEN THE SAFARICOM FOUNDATION
AND THE GENDER VIOLENCE RECOVERY
CENTRE BRINGS HOPE TO SURVIVORS

T

he Kenya Rugby Sevens Team, newly appointed ambassadors of the Gender Violence Recovery Centre (GVRC),
was the Guest of Honour at the recent GVRC/Safaricom Foundation Gala Fundraising Dinner. “The Kenya Rugby
Sevens Team, GVRC and the Safaricom Foundation partnership was initiated earlier this year. The Sevens Team is
committed to supporting efforts to address domestic and gender based violence through awareness creation, and by
supporting efforts to mobilize resources for GVRC” says Auka Gecheo, the Rugby Sevens Team General Manager.
“All is not lost” was the theme for the Gala Fundraising dinner, which was held at the Arboretum on September 25.
The yellow colour scheme echoed the positivity of the theme, which was a reflection of the progress made by GVRC
in providing hope to survivors of domestic and gender based violence. The legendary Oliver Mtukudzi was the main
entertainer at the event, along with Suzanna Owiyo. A number of Mtukudzi’s songs, including his hit song “Todii”
focus on violence against women, violence and HIV and AIDS, issues which GVRC addresses through its information,
education and service delivery programmes.
According to Dr. Sam Thenya, the CEO of the Nairobi Women’s Hospital, under whose auspices the GVRC falls, the
Sevens Rugby Team will be instrumental in spreading the message of positive masculinity and positive male images
in the discourse around domestic and gender based violence. With over 700 guests in attendance, the dinner was
a lively event with great entertainment, exciting raffle prizes and an auction of Collins Injera and Biko Adema (just for
fundraising purposes – not forever!).
Away from the dinner, the reality of domestic and gender base violence sinks in. The statistics on domestic and
gender based violence are a depressing reality
and a call to action. Every 25 minutes, a woman
is raped in Kenya. As per GVRC’s records, their
youngest survivor is a month-old baby and the
oldest is a 105-year old woman! Domestic and
gender based violence threatens rights and affects
health and quality of life, irrespective of nationality,
age or social status. Seeking to provide hope and
healing to survivors of domestic and gender based
violence; GVRC provides a holistic range of services.
“The Centre provides medical management, HIV
Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP) and psychosocial
treatment, counseling and support to survivors of
rape, domestic and gender based violence at no
cost. Although initially targeted at mainly women
and children, male survivors also make use of the
services”, says Teresa Omondi, the Programmes
Manager of GVRC. Teresa also states that more men Dr. Thenya, the CEO of GVRC, Hon. Moody Awori, the Safaricom
are now seeking services and speaking out about
Goodwill Ambassador and Les Baillie
abuse and violence against them as opposed to
earlier years.
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GVRC receives an average of 240 victims per month – or about eight survivors per day.
GVRC is in the process of expanding its service delivery points and through partnership with institutions such as the
Naivasha District Hospital and the Moi Referral Hospital in Eldoret, they have trained staff on how to provide care
and support to survivors.
The Safaricom Foundation has partnered with the Gender Violence Recovery Centre since 2005, providing funding
to support the centre’s operations and service provision. This partnership is rooted in the reality that many Kenyans
are not able to access basic health services, and therefore accessing specialized services such as those provided by
GVRC is an even greater challenge. In order to leverage more support for GVRC, the Foundation also co-hosts the
Gala Fundraising dinner and matches the funds raised by the dinner, shilling for shilling.
So as yet another fundraising dinner comes to a successful end, let us all
remember that we too as individuals have an important role to play in
stemming the tide of suffering and despair associated with domestic and
gender based violence. Speaking candidly about sexual and gender-based
violence and supporting our sons, daughters, sisters and mothers who may be
survivors is a first and important step in addressing the challenge and giving
survivors hope.
Oliver Mtukudzi thrills the
crowd with his performance

Suzanna Owiyo performs

The Kenya Rugby Sevens
Team with some of the
Foundation staff
The crowd ..a sea of yellow..
enjoing the performance
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Foundation Project Partner

Providing Treatment
for Girls and
Women with Fistula
T

ucked deep within the confines of
Uhuru Estate in Nairobi’s Eastlands is
Jamaa Mission Hospital. The hospital
was commissioned in 1972 by H.E. the
then First Lady Mama Ngina Kenyatta.
It is managed by the Edelvale Trust and
funded by The Verona Fathers, Pat K.
Ryan Family, the Johanniter Foundation
and the Safaricom Foundation. The
Safaricom Foundation began a
partnership with the Hospital in 2007
to provide funding to support free
treatment, counseling and support for
women and girls with fistula.
Over the years, the hospital has
provided services to thousands of
women and girls, many of whom have
faced stigma and discrimination from
society due to fistula.
An obstetric
fistula develops when blood supply
to the tissues of the vagina and the
bladder (and/or rectum) is cut off during
prolonged obstructed labor. The tissues
die and a hole forms through which
urine (resulting in Vesico-Vaginal-Fistula

or V.V.F) and/or stool (resulting in
Recto-Vaginal-Fistula or R.V.F) pass
uncontrollably.
The incidence of fistula is highest
among those in resource-challenged
communities, who due to lack of
finances, may lack the means to
travel and access adequate and
timely medical care. Some of
the factors that contribute to high
incidences of fistula include lack
of access to emergency obstetric
care and lack of information on
the indications of pregnancy
complications –factors which are
often precipitated by poverty and
lack of access to skilled medical
care. In addition, poor diet or
malnutrition,
Female
Genital
Mutilation, early marriage and
subsequent early child birth also
increase the risk of complications
at childbirth that can lead to fistula.
From the profiles of the women
who have received treatment at the
Hospital, it is evident that many of

Les Baillie & Hon. Njoki Ndungu
Touring the hospital
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them have been abandoned by their
husbands or partners, rejected by
their communities and often live an
isolated existence.
According to Mr. George Audi,
a Senior Administrator at Jamaa
Hospital, the annual incidence
of obstetric fistula is about 5000
cases. Initially, only 230 operations
were carried out at the Hospital, but
with the increased financial support
from the Safaricom Foundation over
500 corrective surgeries are now
conducted.
To repair one case of fistula through
surgery costs between Kshs. 27,
000 to Ksh. 100,000, in a surgical
procedure that lasts
about 40
minutes,- or a series of operations
in cases of multiple fistulae, which
have to be treated in more than
one surgical procedure. According
to Mr. Audi, the surgeons/doctors
working at the Hospitals provide their
surgical services at a reduced fee,
resulting in cost savings that allow
for more surgeries to be offered, or
for the hospital to buy more drugs or
medical supplies.
The hospital can only accommodate
13 fistula patients at a time. Medical
equipment and personnel allows
for an average of nine surgeries a
week, carried out on Wednesdays
and Thursdays. This has gone up
from four surgeries a week due to the
additional funding made possible
from the Safaricom Foundation.

Hon. Njoki Ndungu
chatting with patients at
the hospital

Foundation Project Partner
One of the biggest challenges
faced by both patients and the
Hospital is the cost of transport
to the Hospital and cost of
accommodation in Nairobi for
patients and/or those who may
have accompanied them. Due to
its reputation for providing quality
services and ongoing support, the
Hospital receives patients from all
corners of the country.
Jamaa Hospital sees its future
lying in being able to be a self –
sustaining institution. In that regard,
they look up to the Hamlin Fistula
Centre in Ethiopia-where the world’s
largest number of fistula cases have
been reported and treated, as a
model institution. The Centre has
formulated a self-sustaining system
where women who have been
treated but cannot return home,
stay on at the Centre for on-going

review, counseling, skills building
and receive support for start-up
income generating activities. This
is a model which Jamaa Hospital
is seeking to replicate in order to
provide holistic support to people
with fistula. At the Ethiopian Centre,
patients who have been treated
and who cannot go back to their
communities or merely have nothing
to go back to, carry out economic
activities such as baking, tailoring,
farming, handicrafts making which
either support their sustenance and
or contribute towards the costs of
supporting the treatment of new
cases.
In their continued efforts to combat
fistula, Jamaa Mission Hospital and
other stakeholders have embarked
on a journey of mobilizing various
people through radio, information
dissemination by the provincial

administration and word of mouth to
raise awareness about the disease,
how to prevent it, and the success that
has been achieved through treatment.
With increased awareness however,
comes the challenge of meeting
demand for services that may arise.
Plans for setting up mobile treatment
camps and training of traditional
midwives especially for the nomadic
communities are underway.
Jamaa Hospital’s work has changed
the lives of many women and girls.
Mr. Audi tells the story of a lady
whose fistula was repaired and came
back to the Hospital accompanied by
her husband expressing her joy for the
fact that Jamaa Hospital had given her
a new lease on life. From a situation
of gloom, anxiety, and self imposed
seclusion, she was now reunited with
her family and her community.

The Team of guests in the
Hospitals operating theatre
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Safaricom
Foundation
Making a
World of
Difference
I

n August this year, a unique Corporate Social
Responsibility initiative was officially launched – the
Safaricom Foundation’s World of Difference (WOD). The
WOD initiative involves teams of Safaricom staff being
seconded to work with Safaricom Foundation project
partners for a year to provide long term professional
and sustainable support, and to facilitate an exchange
of knowledge and skills between them and the project
partners.
This quarter, Safaricom Limited’s Patrick Ng’ate moved
to Kenya Red Cross Society (KRCS), Dennis Mutinda to
Moving the Goalpost (MTG) in Kilifi and Tony Kisaka
to Northern Rangelands Trust (NRT) in Lewa. They are
the first from their respective teams of four people each
to begin a three month secondment with their selected
project partners.

Technology (ICT) strategy, develop frameworks for
call and emergency operation centres, develop ISO
standard documentation for all projects, strategies and
interaction, and develop sales and marketing strategies.
Patrick’s tasks for the three months included: to carry
out a comprehensive documentation of processes from
each support and core department in KRCS; understand
Microsoft Navision’s capabilities in line with KRCS’s
needs and gaps; identify optimum technologies of
connecting all the eight KRCS Regional Offices to the
headquarters; develop the framework for a Call Centre
for the Kenya Red Cross Society and develop an ICT
Strategy for the Society to implement in the future. So
far, he has developed the ICT strategy; a spearheaded
negotiation on the implementation of KRCS Call centre
at Safaricom; and has also gone the extra mile and
implemented a ‘Cash for Work’ program with ICRC and
M-Pesa, although this was not in the initial objectives.
To Patrick, the experience has been humbling. “Our
country is so vast and so large. It is so diverse in cultures
and challenges. I have had the opportunity to open
my eyes and see a big percentage of the vastness and
diversity and experienced first-hand the challenges and
the cultures. WOD has been a remarkable experience.”

2. Tony Kisaka’s Story

1. Patrick Ng’ate’s Story
Team Ushirikiano won the opportunity to work with
the Kenya Red Cross Society to support them in the
development of an Information, Communication and
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Tony from Team Nyorosha says that his motivation for
participating in WOD was the opportunity to work
alongside communities and contribute to improving
people’s lives.
Looking at how best to work with
the community in an environment where they could
contribute their skills, as well as learn new ones, Team
Nyorosha found Northern Rangelands Trust (NRT) as the
best fit for them.
NRT facilitates the development of community-led
initiatives through wildlife and habitat conservation
and community development in northern Kenya. This
is achieved by promoting the collective management
of ecosystems in order to improve human livelihoods,

News
biodiversity conservation and rangelands management. Tony was amazed by the scope of NRTs work, given that
NRT encompasses 17 conservancies spread throughout northern Kenya. Team Nyorosha would have to ensure that
their work be applicable to as many of the conservancies as possible.
Tony worked with NRT to revise their human resource and administration policies and develop some ISO processes
and procedures. A few weeks in to his assignments, it was mutually agreed that there were a number of other issues
that also needed to be addressed. For instance, it was observed that NRT did not have adequate insurance cover.
Tony went ahead and negotiated insurance coverage for NRT’s air strips, organized for public utilities insurance and
other insurance policies related to wildlife. He further sought information on best practices for Micro Finance Institution
funding, to enable NRT to develop its own funding systems.
Tony has also been involved in streamlining policies so as to have both employer and employees reap maximum
benefits from the organization. In addition, a turn-around strategy has been developed to be executed over a one-year
period to put the conservancy plan on a more sustainable path in terms of revenue generation.
Tony has to travel 45Km from Meru, where he resides to Lewa, where the NRT offices are located. Despite the
challenges of his new environment, Tony describes his experience at his new posting as exciting. “I never know what
to expect because every week is different. It is interesting camping out in the open at the different conservancies which
have different needs to be met.” He states that he has learnt a lot, exchanged ideas with the people there and has
taken up a full time volunteer position which extends beyond his tenure at NRT. With Tony’s guidance, NRT now
has: a staff handbook; various policies that include payroll, fleet management, health and safety; a health and safety
committee; procedures for document control, records and back up. To Tony, World of Difference is one of the best
ideas in terms of Corporate Social Responsibility, to meet the needs of our community, environment and nation.

3. Dennis Mutinda Makau’s Story
Dennis Mutinda was excited by the idea of working with an organization whose
goal was to empower the girl child through education and sports. Moving
the Goalposts (MTG) is girls’ youth sports and development organization in
Kilifi that uses football to develop essential life skills – confidence, leadership
and self-esteem in young women. Their programme approach also provides
a unique entry point for reproductive health, human rights and economic
empowerment initiatives.
Dennis is a member of Team Phoenix Champions and his objectives for
his three months with MTG included: to create employment for the girls by
helping them start M-Pesa businesses, train in computer literacy, provide
remedial teaching in mathematics to the girls. Dennis has also worked with
several individuals to review and improve their business ideas. He has also
developed and sent several proposals to start businesses for girls as M-Pesa
agents in Kaloleni, Kitengeni and Kilifi. M-Pesa is a known brand and great
business venture which the girls can use to empower themselves economically
while developing their business and life skills. “So far, we have equipped
ten girls with computer skills,” states an elated Dennis. “These ten girls are
trained to be trainers and will continue to teach other girls on computer
fundamentals.” Champions he calls them!
The road to improved and increased computer literacy and education for the
girl child has not been easy. There is a great disparity between boys and
girls in Kilifi in terms of opportunities in school, health, leadership roles and
employment. Getting the girls to join MTG and participate in activities gives
them a chance to have these opportunities.
World of Difference is changing the face of Corporate Social Responsibility in Kenya, and we at Safaricom Foundation
will document and share the lessons learned from this unique initiative to share with the rest of the country.
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THE FOUNDATION
RELAUNCHES ITS PAMOJA
SCHEME
P

amoja Scheme is an initiative of the Safaricom
Foundation which provides a mechanism for Safaricom
staff to support worthy development projects in
partnership with local communities, NGOs or charity
organizations.
Safaricom Foundation observed that many members of
staff undertake fundraising activities for various charities
and community groups at their own volition, and offered
a platform to recognize and reward the interest and
generosity of these staff. Pamoja is also a scheme that
aims to further encourage staff to be more involved with
Corporate Social Responsibility work, giving staff the
opportunity to participate in monitoring of the projects
that they support.
Re-Launched during the Safaricom Foundation’s five-year
anniversary, the new Pamoja scheme requires staff to
raise only 10% of the project budget and the Foundation
then tops up the rest up to a maximum of Ksh. 500,000,
for projects that are approved. For the fiscal year
2009/2010, there is Ksh 16.9 million available for
grants through the new Pamoja scheme.
To take part in Pamoja, the participant must be a
permanent employee of Safaricom. Staff can apply for
funding for a project on behalf of legally constituted/
registered charities, community groups or NGO as long
as the proposed project is in line with the mandate and
focus areas of the Foundation. Project proposals are then
assessed on merit, technical strength and sustainability by
the Pamoja committee, with the Foundation participating
as an ex-officio member. To ensure project viability, the
committee consults with project partners and sometimes
technical experts from specific fields.
The members of the Pamoja committee are: Eric Obenjo
– the Chairman, Selina Kemama – Treasurer, Angeline
Wawuda – Secretary, Victor Ngumo, Dennis Kabutha,
Wangari Murugu, Lynette Odour, Solomon Kanja,
Julius Bwoyele and Janice Mwendameru – Safaricom
Foundation Trustee as an ex-officio member.
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So far, the committee has approved five projects. These
include:
•
The construction of a school library in Kamungei
Primary School
•
Providing poultry for income generation, beds 		
and beddings to Good Samaritan Home for the
Aged
•
Ndiara Hydro Electric Project in Ndiara 		
community
•
Renovation of Sanitation Block at Materi Girls 		
High School
•
Renovations at Ngulu Primary school in Homa 		
Bay
The Renovation of Ngulu Primary School project
was commissioned on October 10. The staff that
proposed this project raised a total of Ksh. 2.8 million
(Ksh. 516,000 from selling raffle tickets to staff, Ksh.
500,000 from the Safaricom Foundation through the
Pamoja scheme, Ksh. 1.25 million from the Friends
of Ngulu Nairobi Fundraising Committee and Ksh.
534,000 from a fundraising at the school). This was a
tremendous success!
Information on the Pamoja scheme is available on the
Safaricom Foundation intranet site. The committee will
be developing a monthly newsletter where staff can
find more information and updates on the Pamoja
projects. The Pamoja committee encourages staff to
take advantage of the opportunities available within
the scheme. Not only will staff get the chance to carry
out community service activities, they will also develop
their project management skills as they will, to a great
extent, participate in ensuring the successful completion
of their projects. The new Pamoja Committee eagerly
looks forward to implementing the approved projects
and receiving many more proposals. Together with
the new Pamoja Committee, the Safaricom Foundation
demonstrated its commitment towards its motto of
‘working with you to develop our country and our
communities”.
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Transforming the Shape of
Education – the Newspapers in
Education Program
The Safaricom Foundation is partnering with the Nation
Media Group in an exciting and innovative initiative
to improve readership and learning of current affairs
among the country’s youth.
The program, called Newspapers in Education plays a
vital role in improving the overall quality of education in
primary schools, supplementing the current syllabus with
engaging and up to date current affairs information.
The program is a novel concept that it is designed to
use newspapers as a learning tool to supplement the
existing education curriculum in primary schools. The
Safaricom Foundation believes that the program will
challenge and motivate students to learn while nurturing
a readership culture. Through the program, the Daily
Nation and Taifa Leo newspapers will be delivered to
100 schools in Coast and North Eastern Provinces and
students will have dedicated lessons for current affairs.
On October 23rd, 2009, the Safaricom Foundation
Chairman, Mr. Les Baillie and the Nation Media
Group Managing Director, Mr. Tom Mshindi jointly
launched the Newspapers In Education program at
Kikambala Primary School in Kilifi. At the launch, the

Students reading the paper and completing the activity book
exercise

students were taught how to use the newspapers as a
learning tool and were also introduced to the Reading
Diploma Activity Book. The Activity Book, designed
specifically to incorporate environmental conservation
and health issues, contains a series of questions and
exercises that the students work through as they read the
newspaper. This makes reading the newspaper both
fun and educative! The program is based on an eight
week cycle, after which outstanding students are issued
with a certificate.
The Foundation supported this program for two main
reasons; firstly, the positive impact it would have in
improving the quality of education for the schools,
especially in terms of supplementing the current syllabus
with an engaging, rewarding and interactive learning
program, and secondly, its potential to be self-sustaining
in the long run since teachers are being trained on how
to use the newspapers as a learning tool.
The Safaricom Foundation recognizes that education is
the key to achieving sustainable development and we
will continue to support the education of Kenya’s future.

The class teacher for standard 8 explains the use of the
activity books to the students
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